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Introduc tion 
Many important aspects of interdependence between 
housing and transportation in cities have been dealt with 
in the literature of urban economics. 1- 17 Tite model pre-
sented in this paper will focus on the clement of uncer-
tainty over time in city building . .Exogenously given 
stochastic changes in the employment possibilities occurring 
over time in already built-up cities are explicitly considered. 
JI1 order to adapt a city to such uncenain changes different 
alternative poHcy measures can be chosen. Titc model pre-
senteu here is intended to be a step towards a tool that wiU 
make explicit economic evaluations of alternative master 
dty plans possible. 
In the fitst section some importan t characteristics of city 
building dealt with in the model are discussed brieny. Next 
an outline of the model is given, and t.he main assumpUons 
used are presented. Then a more elaborated presentation 
of the main features of the model is given in the following 
section. 
The possible course of development of the future work-
ing population within an upper and lower bound is simu-
lated by means of a Monte Carlo technique. The technique 
used for t11ese simulations is presented. The individual is 
assumed to choose modes and routes for commut ing in an 
already built-up city that minimize his or her commuting 
costs and concepts used in this context are presen ted. 
The theory used to detennine how many residences will 
be built when aml where and in what kind of housing (low-
or lugb-rise buildings) is presented and the optimization 
procedure is discussed. 
The costs for different planning alternatives are calcu-
I:Jted and the items included are presented. The objective 
function chosen is to minimize total costs for a given 
planning period. The mean value, as well as the variance 
from the mean value, are explicitly considered in the 
objective function. 
Provisional, illustrative, numerical results are presented 
aml some of the problems of implementation arc discussed. 
In conclusion. the main features of the model are summar· 
ized and an outline of the authors' further research is given. 
This paper represents a summury of a part of the authors' book to 
be published in the ncar futurc.ln this book the model will be 
described more thoroughly. 
Characte ristics of ci ty building 
Motives for city planning have been discussed in general 
terms in previous studies within the framework of welfare 
econornics. 1·3 
I Jere we wish to focus on some importrult phenomena in 
city building that will be explicitly dealt with in this paper, 
namely the interdependence between housing and trans-
portation, the durability and irreversibility of many urban 
structures and uncertainty about the future. 
The problems of building residences, working places and 
transportation systems in a city are strongly interrelated, 
since a solution chosen for one of these problems will 
greatly influence the solu1ions to 1he others, which may 
subsequently appear desirable. 
Jn order to consider such mutual dependencies, it is 
necessary to compare one set of solutions to the above 
mentioned problems with another set of solutions. The 
following two extreme cases may exemplify the idea: 
either, mostly multi-storey housjng and commuting mainly 
by public transport to a single business centre; or sprawling 
residential areas with single-family houses and commuting 
mainly by car to several business centres at different 
locations. 
Will the objectives of the city best be satisfied by one 
of these two planning extremes or another alternative? 
To determine this it is necessary to compare the different 
total alternatives in terms of costs and benefits. (However, 
in this paper such a comprehensive study is not presenteu.) 
In a previous study, comparisons were made considering 
explicitly the interdependence among population density , 
city shape and transportation system in a static, determin-
istic model for new towns. 2 However. the implications of 
some important characteristics of city building were not 
dealt with there. Such characteristics include the durability 
of many city structures and the limited ex post substituta-
bility due to irreversible production processes. 
If a residential house has been built, then the number 
of storeys (Umited substitutability), location (limited 
mobility) and physical lifetime (indivisibility over time or 
durability) of that house are given entities. Of course, it 
is possible to transform the ex post situation to an ex ame 
situation by demolishing and building new urban structures 
or converting (within certain linlits) some urban structures 
directly. This means that irreversibility and uurability are 
no longer constraints in city building. But this wiU involve 
extra costs that depend heavily on what has been built. 
The fact that urban structures are very durable and highly 
irreversible means that an existing pattern of urban struc-
tures in a built-up dty will strongly influence city building 
for a long time. 
In the dynamic approach all future exogenous changes 
in the city must be envisaged at the initial decision point 
in lime. Economic evaluation of one master city plan 
should consider not only the city area as a wltole but aJso 
all tne changes expected to occur during the total time span 
covered by the plan. But uncertainty corwerning many of 
the key variables is an additional problem, since deviations 
from the simulated development will imply extra costs. 
As a general rule urban structures require a production 
period. It is therefore necessary to make U1e decision to 
supply such products in advance of the appearance of the 
demand, according to the efficiency condition that supply 
has to equal demand. If, for instance, the supply of housing 
should fall short of demand, due to the appearance of an 
unexpectedly large working population, this would repre· 
sent a welfare loss and extra resources would be needed 
to produce the necessary housing. This can perhaps be done 
relatively smoothly if such possible deviations from an 
expected path are considered in the land reservation policy. 
Otherwise the extra costs might be substantial. 
If on the other hand the supply of residences, offices 
and roads should turn out to be too great, significant losses 
will have been incurred due to the above mentioned facts 
thal investments in buildi11g these facil ities are highly 
durable and irreversible. The residences. offices and roads 
U1at will not be used represent erroneous invesments, in this 
case. 
Outline of model 
Aim 
The aim of the model is to try to evaluate the economic 
consequences of given temporal planning alternatives for a 
city with given initial structure which is to be adapted to 
changes in the working population. 
Data 
To solve this problem it will be assumed that the follow· 
ing variables are known: (I) At the initial point of time r0 
the existing city structure is geographically completely 
determined. 11tis means that the city area will be con-
sidered to be a set of nodes (city nodes) where the coordi-
nates (x, y ). type of land use {residence, working places, 
open space, parking place, road nodes, etc.), net area to 
be buill and intensity of land use (number of storeys) at 
each city node are known. 
AJso the transportation layout (configuration of the 
road network) and the possible modes of commuting are 
defined from every residential node to the working places, 
assumed to be concentrated in a central area called Central 
Business District (CBD). The possible modes of commuting 
considered are walking, driving and parking a car and bus 
commuting, 
{2) Economic data : These known variables are related 
to building and running costs connected witn housing 
and transportation. Lifetime, building* and maintenance 
• The data presented for these costs are the coefficients a;, b;, c-i of 
the regression line (parabolic curve) with building cost of the 
item i as 3 function of the number of storeys. 
costs for residences, offices (working places), parking places, 
roads, etc. arc given. Costs for converting from one type 
of facility to another arc included. Velocities for each mode 
of commuting are known.t For vehides, depreciation, 
maintenance, petrol costs, etc. are also given. Values for 
commuting time and space demanded for every facility 
are known. All these data are assumed to be constants. 
(This restriction in data can be easily relaxed in this model 
because uf numerical procedures used.) 
(3) Expected workjng popuJation limits: In this set of 
data. it is assumed that upper and lower limits for all 
possible values of the working population are known . 
(4) Long run planning decisions : These decisjons con-
cerning physical planning are also taken at the initial point 
in time, but they may be put into effect at any time during 
the period of iu teres! for the study. Decisions of this type 
are mainly concerned with land reservations (where and 
how much) and future changes in the initial transportation 
layout. 
Resul1s 
from these known variables the following types of 
results can be obtaineu with the model : 
A number of simulatet,l possible developments of the 
working population (by means of a Monte Carlo tech-
nhtue ). 
For each simulated working population path the set of 
planning decisions {complementary decisions to the long run 
planning decisions given as data•) is obtained namely : 
number of apartments; locations of residences; number of 
storeys: modes of commuting at different locations and city 
shape. 
For each working population puth the cost consequences 
of the plan are evaluated. 
These costs occurring at each point in time include the 
following items: building and maintenance costs of resi-
liences: working places; parking places: roads, etc. as well 
as costs of vehicles (depreciation, maintenance, petrol, 
oil, etc.) and commuting time. 
Revision costs due to possible deviation of the actual 
number of the working population from the simulated 
value at each point in time are also considered. 
These costs may arise when the actual number of the 
working population is greater than Ute simulated one, 
owing to the increased demand for housing and commuting, 
and in the form of a penalty for welfare losses due to the 
shortages of apartments, etc. In the opposite case. when 
the actual number of the working population is smaller 
than assumed, savings in commuting costs occur, but the 
investments already taken in housing and commuting 
have been excessive. The present values of aU these costs 
for the time of the study are summed. 
Evaluation of objec:tive function. The types of results 
presented immediately above can be summed, through the 
t Fur tJte ~:lr and bus modes uf tomn\uting only the co,· ffidcnts 
v •. v, are given, where the velocity vis expressed by the formu la 
tl = Vo + v,f, :lnd r is the unknown variable for congestion. I::: num· 
ber of vehicles per laue and pt!r unit of tim~. This value dcprnds 
on the length of the peak hnurs assured (Trush). 
• In this paper a plan will be defined as the union of these two 
types of deci~ions: (a) long run decisions taken at initial point ol 
time and known as data and (b) complementary decisions obtained 
as resuJts in the model. 
simulated pa ths and expressed iJ1 probabilistic terms. 
usually in mean values and standard deviations. 
The objective function of the model is expressed as the 
sum of the mean value and some fraction of the variance 
of the total costs. TI1e evaluation of this objective function 
is 3lso obtained as a result. 
By successively changing the given long-run planning 
decisions lhe 'best' plan (i.e. the one that minimiZes the 
objective function) can be obtained by an iterative use 
of this model. 
Computational steps 
In order to obtain the results presented above from the 
given da ta the following computational steps are taken : 
(a) Simulation of a working population path WP17(t) fo r 
the time plan of study {0, T). A probability value tr(17) is 
associated to this path, by means of a Monte Carlo tech-
nique. 
(b) Simulation of the commuting in the dty at each 
time intersection fa to be studied (a= l , 2 .... , NT). 
Every individual living at node n will choose the mode 
and route of transportation that minimizes his individual 
commuting costs. This individual commuting will create 
congestion (mainly nega tive external effects). In order to 
determine the commuting patte rn an itera tive procedure 
is used , i.e. t11e congestion is represented by starting values 
which will be changed in successive steps of the iteration 
until a convergence in the values of the congestion between 
two consecutive steps is reached_ 
(c) Determination of the population density distribution 
at time ta. The differences in the population due to the 
changes in the working population will be allocated by use 
of the fo Uowing exponential gross density function.* 
D(a' n) =A a e - bacb<a.n) 
where A a and ba are parameters th at vary with time.t 
cb(a, n) indicates the individual commuting costs at node n . 
just obtained from the previous step. Th.e formula given 
above is applied only to a node n, when new resiliences can 
be built there. If there are already buildings at 11, then at 
the current time la, the formula should be replaced by one 
of the following: 
D(a, n )= D(a', n) a'<a 
(if the inhabitants remain) 
or: 
D(a, n) = 0 a' < a 
{if the inhabitan ts leave. i.e. if there are vacant residences) 
depending on the working population path (expansion or 
contraction of the working population). 
(d) Supply of reidences : Assume a constant value of the 
demanded J1abitable space per person and let it be a. then 
two cases may occur. I f n is a node where new residences 
can be built at time Ia . then the number of storeys at node 
,. Thi~ for mula 1s a generalization of the well-known Colin- Clark 
formula D "'II e-br. By replacing the d is tance r by the va lue of cb 
in the formula the city commuting facilities will then in this way 
IJ~ implicitly considered. 
t The values uf A 11 a r•~ determined by an equilibrium condition, 
ll!lmcly, the densities summed over the whole city area must cqua.l 
the tota l population. The values of h0 are ubt3incd fro m the 
mininli~a tiun of the ubjcctive fum:tion. 
n, a 1(a , n), is given by the exp ression: 
a (a n) =.!!..__A e- baCh(a,n ) <t a:, . 
I ' 1\(n) a mon 
where 1\(11) is the given ratio between the built-up area and 
the total area at node n. The restriction of a 1(a. 11) ;;;.a ,min 
(a minimum number of storeys) is d\le to the data assump-
tions used. More precisely the cost of building storeys is 
assumed to be quadratic function of the number of storeys 
a 1, and so reaches an absolute minimum value for 
a,;::; a,min' 
If 11 is a node where residences already have been built 
at!~ previous to lhe current time la • then: 
a1(a.n) = a 1(a'.n) 
due to the irreversibility and durability of residence 
buildings. (It is important to note that the computational 
steps b, c and dare closely related so that they must be 
repeated iteratively a number of times until convergence 
in all the values is obtained.) 
(e) Economic evaluation of the consequences of the 
planning decisions at time la · 
(f) When all the computational steps (b) to (e) have 
been taken for each point of time f 0 (f1 = 1, 2, . .. , NT), 
i.e. NT times, then the total costs for the time (0. t) are 
summed to present values. 
(g) These computational steps from (a) to (f) arc 
repeated to simulate a given sufficient number (NS) of 
working population paths. 
(h) From the values obtained in the computational step 
g, the mean value of total costs an.d its standard deviation, 
through tl1e NS simulated working population paths can 
be calculated and lhe objective function evaluated in 
this way. 
According to these results comparisons between different 
sets of given long-run decisions can be effec tuated or, 
alternatively, changes in the given set of long-run decisions 
can be introduced in order to ameliorate the plan. 
The application of this modeL even to simple cases. 
demands the use of a digital computer, because the large 
amount of mathematical operations needed to reach the 
results are in1possible by hand computation. This situation 
is accentuated when real city configurations have to be 
studied . 
Main assumptions 
ln assumptions to the main assumptions already presented 
the following have been used in the model: 
Evaluation criterion: mi11imize total costs. Only housing 
and commuting costs are explicitly calculated . A complete 
cost-benefit analysis cann ot be carried out using the model 
at this stage. But, nevertheless, in the model some costs 
usually not considered in a normal cost minimization study 
have been iMiuded. These costs or savings are mainly 
related with commuting time. 
The possfbiliLy of different evaluations of time for 
different commuting modes has been introduced. The 
influence of congestion on lime costs has been taken into 
account in this evaluation criterion . 
A limitation of the model is that unly a commuting 
transportation system is considered. rn reality the com-
parative advantages of commuting modes differ between 
different uses. Thus public transport has its compaiative 
advantages for commuting at peak hours. Cars will play a 
greater role in a transportation system designed for all 
kinds of travelling in a city than in a system designed for 
commuting only. A more extensive discussion of the 
limitations of the objective function used will be given 
l3ter in the paper. 
The working population changes over lime in a way that 
is outside of the control of the city authorities. The city 
Structure has to be adapted to such exogenously given 
changes. Even if the city is not an isolated one, the inter-
depencencies between cities are not stu<lied here. 
Exogenous changes in the working population are 
Sf()Chascic willzin an upper and lower bound over the 
planning period. The upper and lower bounds are sub-
jectively determined by the city planners. The possible 
outcomes for each point of time are assumed to follow a 
given probability deosjty function. (See section on simula-
tion of future working population.) 
All places of work are concentraTed in the city centre 
(monocemric cities). All the employees have to commute 
to and from the CBD every working day. This assumption 
is usual in the literature of urban economics, but it is a 
very restrictive assumption, because it is not possible to 
deal with problems of real growing cities, i.e. to investigate 
the consequences of different number of business centres. 
their locations and sizes. In reality, only a fract ion of the 
employees in a city goes to the CBD and the rest of IJ1em 
commute to some sub-centre. 
There are no differences in tastes and ill/ormation 
between households. or course, there exist differences in 
people's preferences and it may turn out to be efficient for 
the society to physically separate such groups due to the 
existence of economies of scale. (Segregation patterns due 
to differences in income are not discussed under this point.) 
residence space is price and income inelastic . 
• 1 that in reality the per capita demand for 
residence space varies with both price and income. Then 
the demand for housing space will vary for instance with 
the location in a city as the land rent (apartment rent) 
varies. 
Households are indifferent berween living in a single-
family house and in an apartment of the same size in a 
multi-familv house. It is usually possible to have immediate 
access to u private garden when u single-family house is 
chosen, while a household in a muJti-storey house usually 
has to rely on public open space such as parks. Such 
substitutes are considered inferior by many households. 
Of course, it is difficult to determine how large an area of 
public park assigned to a household of a high-rise building 
apartmen t would be required to offset the utility of a 
private garden of a given size and quality attached to a 
single-family house. 
A veru.ge per capita income.• is consta/'11 over rime: 
Income distriburiOIL is completely uniform. If differcnl 
income classes are assumed together with a zoning in the 
city area according to differences in environmental benefits. 
it would be possible to simulate segregation patterns of 
reality assuming some rankjng principle. 
It is obvious that all these general assumptions have been 
chosen for nothing but simplicity. They ought to be gradu-
ally removed by future swdies in order to approach a more 
realistic city planning situation. 
Simulation of future working population 
Let us assurne that at a given point of time t 0 , the working 
population level is WP(ta)· At thai point of time the 
development of the future working populution WP(T)_ 
between the two successive points o f time, f0 and la+ l • 
is supposed to lie between the two limits WP min and 
WP maK (Figure 2): 
WPmio(l, ta) ~ WP(t) ~ WPmax(l, 10 ) 
where: 
It can be assumed for simplicity that the llrnits of changes 
in the working population, i.e. WP(t) - WP{10 ), are func-
tions of the time lag only r = t - t0 (hypothesis of time 
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m t h 1ntervol 
• This approach was su)!.£.cstcd independently btllh by Alf C:ulin~. 
Department of E.:nnnmic:s. University of Sloc:khulill und Fnlke 
Snickars, Depnnmcnl nf Mathemntics. Rnyal Tcchni~:al 1-ligh School 
of Stockhnlm. 
The functions .1Wm:IX(r) and .1WPmin(r) are given as 
data in tl1e model and they are assumed for convenience to 
be linear. It is important to note that these expressions are 
only valid between the two consecu tive points of time /4 
and la + I · 
The functions of the time lag r;: t 111 only, .1WPmax( r) 
and 6WP1111n(r), are given as data in the model. The occur-
rence of the forecasted value of WP(l0 ) at a time t0 is 
associated with a probability distribution fu nction 
Ilr0 [WP(t0 )] (Figure 2), i.e. fl t0 l WP(t0 )) =- the probability 
that the working population at time 10 is smaller than 
WP(t0 ). 
Obviously, fl r0 [ WPrnaxl = I and flt0 ! WPmi nJ = 0. 
For numerical reasons it is convenient to divide at each 
time ta tho total in te rval (WPmin • WPmax) of this proba-
bility distribution function into M small parts of equal 
length 6 WP0 • For these divisions, let us use the index m (m = 1, 2, ... , M) there exists a probability 7T111 - 6WPa 
that WP will fall within the mth division . The value of this 
probability can be obtained as the difference between the 
two ordinates of the probability distribution function 
corresponding to the extreme values of this mth part. The 
middle point of the mth interval is WP,. 
Similarly, the working population path going from the 
initial point at time t0 to the end of the plruming period , 
fNr = T, can be described as a random process called 1'/. 
Thjs process will be represented by the set of values of the 
working population at some particular point of time la 
(a= 1, 2, ... ,NT) , i.e.: 
n: (WP(t 1) , WP(t 2), ... , WP(t0 ) • ... , WP(!Nr) J (I) 
It is possible to associate a probability density function 
11'(1'1) with the occurrence of 1'/. 
1T(17)~WP 1 ·6WP2 •••• • .1WPN1·= probability that some 
working population path 17*, lies between the following 
two working pop\Jlation paths, 11 and 11 + d11, where: 
11 : [WP(t 1) , WP(r 2)~ ... I WP(rNr)] 
11 + d11: [WP(t 1) + 6WPt. WP( t2) 
+ 6WP2 , . . • I WP(.LNr) + ~WPNrl 
assuming 6WP1, 6WP2 , ••. 1 6WPNr are sufficiently small 
incremen ts of the working population. 
In order to simulate a working population path 11 for the 
planning period, a Monte Carlo technique will be used. 
At time 10 it is assumed that the working population is 
WP0 with a given probability ffta, where : 
WPa = WPm ?ita = 1Tm 
Them i.nterval is defined by the following condition: 
[ 6WP
0 ] [ 6WPa] 1Tta WPm -2- ~ 0 ~ rrta WP, + -2-
0 is a random number, between (0, 1) with a rectangular 
probability density function. It can be generated by a 
digital computer (pseudo-random numbet). 
Then the probability of occurrence of a given working 
population path 1'/, assuming a Markov process• is: 
11'(1'/) =rrt, · iTr,, ... , fiNr 
where: 
11 : {WP1, WP2 , . .. , WPNr] 
• A Markov process is used only for simplicity. More general 
r<todom processes could be used in this simulatio n technique. 
(2) 
Individual's choice of mode and route 9f 
commu ting 
At ea~.:h intersection ta every employee in the CBD living 
at node n will choose some mode of commuting, j, among 
walking, commuting by car or by bus (j = 1, 2, 3) and also 
a router= r(a , n ) and an ent ry node ne = ne(a. n) to this 
route. 
The rule is to choose the values ofj,ne(a,n) and r(a, n) 
that minimize the individual's commutiJ~g costs. 
Let cb (a, n) be the minimum individual commuting 
cost by w'atking from the node n to the CBD. Similarly, 
tl> (a, n) is the minimum individual commuting cost from th~ node n to the CBD considering aU the possible car 
routes r ancl all entry nodes, ne , to each route. 
Analogously, cb (a.n) is the minimum individual com-
muting cost from the node n to the CBD taken into con-
sideration every possible bus router and all the corre-
sponding bus stop nodes ne. Now it is possible to define 
for each residential node 11 , the individual commuting cost 
cb(a, n) as the minimum among the three above defined 
values of cb1(a. n). 
Mathematically, this can be expressed as follows: 
cb(a, n) = m.incb1(a, n) 
I 
=min lcb ,(a , n).cb
1
(a, n),cb,(a. n)J (3) 
J. ne. r 
The minimal value of j determines the individual's choice 
of commuting mode. The corresponding route r(a. n) and 
entry node of thjs route that minimize the particular 
c0;(a. n) determine the individual's route of commuting. 
General expressions for these individual commuting 
costs are given below. 
(a) Iva/king (j : 1) 
cb, = Pr, - t b, 
where: t b =walking time required going at a constant 
speed fro:n a residential node to the CBD-centre; Pt, =time 
value of walking. 
(b) Car commuting (i = 2) 
Cb1 =min [rb, 'Pr, + !_ ·x?.(d2,g2,PP'2)] 
ne,r tlc 
where: 1 b :=amount of time for a car commuting trip per 
commute;, ln the computation of this value tb , the changes 
in the congestion along the commu ting trips has been 
explicitly taken into account:p17 = time value of car com-
muting per commuter; "c =number of persons per car: and 
x 2 ==pecuniary costs of car commuting per trip and per 
car. It is written as a function of the commuting distance , 
variable congestion along the commuting· trip and parking 
fees at the CBD. The parking fees have been calculated 
from the apartment rents per unit of ground area at the 
CBD (ob tained endogenously in the model). 
(c) Bus commuting (j = 3) 
cb ==min [tbl) · Pt + tb21)- p., + x3] 3 l · I J 
ne.r 
where: t~~) = time used in walking to and from the bus 
stop and waiting time; rl,:) =-time used sitting in the bus: 
p1, =time value of bus commuting per commu ter and 
x 3 =bus fare (endogenously determined frorn marginal 
cost pricing). 
The details of the computation of the values of cb,(u.n). 
r 11 ,(a. n) and cb,(a, n) are given elsewhere. 18 
Supply of residences 
Usually in the literature of urban economks the gross 
density n• at a node n is assumed to be an exponential 
function of the distance r(n) to the CBD centre, i.e .. 
D*(n) =A* e- b•r(ll} 
where A* and b• are two parameters. 
In this study the above formula is replaced by : 
D*(n) = A e- b·cb(ll) 
where: c b(n) is the individual commuting costs at node n 
and has been already defined.4 A and bare parameters. 
The geometrical configuration of a transportation 
system and the choice of commuting mode will, in a city, 
inOuence the shape of a city as well as the population 
density. Tite density will usually decrease with the distance 
from n radial main road, but it will also continue to decrease 
along the local roads. And if the commuting transportation 
system of a city is mainly based on public transport, it 
may be advantageous to concentrate the residences in the 
areas around stops and stations for buses and trains. ThJs 
dependence is considered here using the expression pre-
sented above with the density as a function of the indi-
vidual's commuting costs. 
In order to determine the density distribution two 
interrelated aspects should be considered: the relative 
densities between different locations in a city and the 
absolute level of the population density. The relative 
density will be determined not only on the basis of indi-
vidual commuting costs but also from a minimizing 
criterion based on some objective function. The absolute 
level of the population density will be obtained by an 
equilibrium condition : the total population should equal 
the sum of the densities over Lhe whole city area. TI1is 
means that the two parameters A and b will be found in 
this study by means of the following two conditions:• 
(a) Equilibrium condition, i.e. the total population is 
equal to the sum of the population living at all of the 
residential nodes, 11. Total population= I:D(n) · a11(11); 
11 =residential node; an(n) is the built-up area at node n : 
D(n) "'D*(n)/'A(n): net density. 
(b) Minimizing the objective function OF presented 
later in the paper (section on illustrative results). That 
means that the values for A and b have to be chosen in 
such a way that the minimum of OF will be reached at tllc 
same time as the aliove equilibrium equation is satisfied. 
Once the density D(n) at each particular city location 
is known. it is possible to derive the number of storeys 
a 1 (n) needed in the housing at this location, according to 
the following considerations. 
Let a be the habitable area demand per person (exo-
genously given). Then the number of storeys, a 1 • at this 
• The densttY D(n) ought to be written as a function of the indi· 
vidual commuting costs cb(ll). The chosen exponential function 
c:~n be given a behavioural reprcsrnllltion. Rather than assuming 
this exponential form it is possible to let the functional form of the 
density distribution be determined in the optimiUJtion procedure. 
But this simple exponential form is probably sufficient to illustrate 
some of the fundamental chaJacteristics of possible population 
distributions. 
location should equal the density times U1is valut! of a : 
- b·cb(") a 1 (11) = D(n) ·a = a ·A e 
or the dynamic case: 
(4} 
But some limitations to equation (4) have to be introduced 
due to the following efficiency condition: 
The average building costs per habitable unit area is a 
function of the number of storeys as shown in Figure 3. 
Then it is apparent that it is not efficient to build residences 
with fewer storeys than a 1 min• if both housing and trans-
portation costs are included in the objective function as 
is the case in this study. In fact, let <i 1 and af be a pair of 
numbers of storeys for which building costs per habitable 
uni t are equal, i.e. p(a) = p(aj). Then, of the two possi-
bilities of building with this particular construction cost, 
a1(a1 > aj) produces a lower value of the objective func-
tion OF than aT due to the fact that the transportation 
costs have been reduced by diminishing the average com-
muting distance. For that reason, if in the solution of 
equation (4):* 
a 1(a. n) <atmin 
then a 1 (a, n) = 0, and the area at node 11 is reserved for 
later use. 
Optimization procedure 
Before starting the description of the calculation of total 
costs it may be interesting to discuss in broad tenns 
optimization procedures that might be used in the model 
and those actually chosen. 
A vector notation will be introduced for the working. 
population path (WP., WP2 • •.• , WPN'f·), density distri-
bution parameters (b 1, b2 , .••. bNr), and (A 1, A 2 , ••• , 
ANT), namely: 
b = {h0 } vector dim. (NTx I ) 
WP = {WP0 } } 
A = {A 0 } 
TC = total costs 
The uensity distribution at time t0 is determined for the 
unimproveu urea by the expression: 
Da(n) = A a e - ba. cb(ll) 
Building .--- ---------- --......., 
costs 
pia) 
p (o.~ ) ·p(o. ; l 
Figure 3 
ni.,m aj" 
Number ot storeys a, 
• Use of the numbe-r of ston:)'S o 1 (n) iJt~tead of the conventton31 
density concept D(n). has the advantage of mnklog it possible to 
visualize a city in thrce-<!lmensionaJ space with houses of a different 
number of storeys. 
The variable TC is a functional of WP, b. and A . i.e.: 
TC ; f(WP,b .A) (8) 
An equilibrium relationship exists at each poiut of time la 
among WP, band A . namely the total population is eq1.1al 
to the sum of the density over the whole city area. Thls 
c4uHibrium condition can be set up as follows: 
A=rp(WP, h) (9) 
The dynamic problem can be stated in the following terms: 
Given WP. find the only independent vector b (the vector A 
is obtained from (9)) that minimizes TC A possible and 
natural procedure to find this minimal value of h could be 
to use dynamic progr:lmming. 
An additional aspect is introduced in the model , namely 
the uncertainty in the WP. Mathematically that implies WP 
is a random vector represented by { WP11}. Ln order to tackle 
this problem two possibilities are described below: 
(I) For a sa mple Wr 11 E {wp(11} the procedure just de· 
scribed to solve the dynamic problem can be used, namely, 
given wp(11 , b is found by minimizing TC 
In reality h is a random vector, because it depends on 
wp("~ and so can be called b(11 • Also the minimum total 
costs obtained for this minimal b<11 is a random variable 
called rc<.,. 
If a simulation procedure is used, the distributions of 
b<" (also A(11 ) and rc< 11 can be obtained by solving the 
dynamic problem for each wp( n simulated repetitively. 
The values of b chosen as the op timal complementary 
solution may for example be the mean value of b< 71, i.e. b. 
The total costs may be described by the distribution of 
rc<n. This method of defming and obtaining the optimal 
h is quite cumbersome and so was not used in this model. 
(2) A constant value for the vector b is provisionally 
assumed independent of the sample vector wp<n. Th en, 
A is found from equation (9), i.e.: 
Ac11 = ¢<wP<"~, b) 
That means A('l is a random variable, but not/). 
The total costs obtained from the values of wp<n and 
b they are not the minimum ones - c~n be represented 
by the random variable TC('rf where TC 11 = f(WP< 11, b , A(11 ). 
The following objective function OF (deterministic 
variable), related to the random variable rc<n, is con-
side red in the model : 
OF= rc<n + (T-c--,-,<n-_-=1i=ccn)'2JJ.3 
where J.I.J is some factor of risk aversion. That means, by 
sim ulating different samples WP<", the value of OF can be 
found for a given vector h. Summarizing the above discussion : 
For a given vector b, a value of OF can be calculated , 
Thus the problem now has been reduced to that of finding 
a vector, b , such that OF is minimum. If tlJe number of 
poin ts of time considered . NT. is small, the value of b can 
be found from an enume rative technique (assuming some 
tliscrete values for b). In other cases. a sta11dard nonlinear 
optimization programming can be used, in particular, the 
steepest grad len r search method. 
Calcula tion of total costs 
lntrndul'lory rcmark.s 
Til t11tler l o compare L"Urrcot costs (such as time and 
petrol costs) with t:nsts that occm t1nly t>ncc tWCJ a period 
of many years (e.g. housing and rolld building costs), 1t is 
necessary to assume an economic lifetime NL and an 
inte rest rate ir. Aggregation of the different cost items can 
then be calculated either as present values or cosls per 
annum. fn this study present values have been chosen. 
The calculation of the total costs at time t(a) = ta is 
divided into four parts: 
(I) costs related to simulated changes in nodes 
(2) costs related to simulated changes in links 
(3) costs related to simulated running costs (vehicle, oil 
and tyres, and commuting time) 
(4) costs related to simulated deviations from a simu-
lated path 
Cosrs related to changes in nodes and links 
The following building costs per unit of built-up area 
have been considered : residences Po, working places p 1, 
parking places p 2 , bus stops p3 , car way intersections p4 • bus 
stop + car intersectionsp 5 , open spaccp6 , ·other ac tivities' 
p 7 = 0, transitional nodes p 8 = 0, roads p 9 and sidewalks 
Pro·* 
Costs related to links are for roads and sidewalks. The 
costs of a particular link i will be denoted as TC1 where: 
TC, =Ct + Ci 
cr is related to the cost due to increasing the number of 
lanes I in the positive direction of the link and, similarly, 
Ci in the negative direction , i.e. directions back and forth 
to the CBD. 
Running costs (Jlehicles, oil, tyres and commuting time) 
The costs of running vehicles can be divided into costs 
for cars Cc and costs for buses Cb. The cost of commuting 
time is denoted by C, 
These commuting costs will be evaluated lhwugh the 
period from t(a) to r(a + 1), at present value, i.e. r = 0. 
Then we obtain for the running costs TRC: 
- (l + ir) - t(o +l) +(I+ ir) - t(a) 
TRC = (Cr + C b + C, ) __:_ _ _..:..__ _ __..:.__.:..__ 
ir 
Revision costs 
These costs are due to the deviations from the simulated 
workit1g population path and they should be taken into 
account at each revision point of time ta = t(a). If 
WPa = WP(t0 ) is the working population at time 10 , two 
possible types of deviations exist: expansive and contrac· 
tion deviations. 
Expansive deviations. In this case the actual working 
population WP is larger than the expected one WP0 • 
An average value of the working population in this 
case is: 
WfJm a.. 
WP" (I ) = -
1
- J WP • rrta( HIP) d IVP 
a 1re{ta) 
where : 
• P,.. p, and p . are written a~ functions of the number of storeys: 
P;(Q ,) = Otlito + bto, ~ ,., 
whllrll a;. h;<~ntl <'; ;H~ kl'lown cncfficient~. 
n 10( hiP) is the prob:tbility distribution function defined 
earlier in this pi! per, and: 
1r<'(r0 ) = 11 10 (h'Prna~) n,0 (WPa) 
is the probability of the occurrence of an eApansion 
deviation. 
For this value of the working population WP'"(t0 ), there 
arc three types of costs. 
(a) Costs for converting the residences nearest to the CBD 
into offices. 
(b) Costs building residences for the ex tra population 
h'Pc(r0 ) and people displaced due to the above mentioned 
conversion plus the welfare Joss because of a shortage in 
housing. 
(c) Incremental transportation costs for the city. The 
evaluation of each of these cost items wiU be given below. 
Com'ersion costs. The set of residential nodes N 1 , where 
conversion from residences to offices will take place, is 
obtained from the equation: 
a 1 (11) I -- A(n).t:lx~y = H!Pe(/11 ) - IIIP0 
11 E N, f3e 
where: N 1 is the set of nodes nearest to the CBD and such 
that cb(a. n) is minimum and f3e is the space demanded per 
employee. 
Residential building costs and welfare losses. The alloca-
tion of the extra population IVP~'(r0 ) - WP0 and of the 
displaced population given by the expression: 
a-, (n) I - X(n)6(11)~x 6y 
N , a 
or equivalently : 
IWP"(t11 ) WP0 l i3~ 
a-
would be ob tained. TI1en the corresponding supply of 
residences is also given there. 
A penalty for the welfare loss because of a possible 
shortage in housing must also be included as a cost. It has 
been included simply by multiplying the residential building 
costs by a factor(: 2). 
Incremental transportation costs. These costs are ob-
tained in the usual way for the new city assuming that the 
population there is h!Pe (t a)· 
In order to keep the admissible traffic congestion down 
in the city for this new increased population WP(t0 ), it 
wiJJ be assumed that it is possible to increase Trush Oength 
of the commuting period). if necessary. 
The increment will be the difference between the two 
running. costs due to the two levels of working population. 
i.e. the simulated one. h'P0 • and the increased one, WP~'(ra>· 
Contraction deviations 
In this case the actual level of the working population 
WP at time intersection t0 is smaller than the simulated 
one IVPa. 
The average value of the working population will be in 
this case : 
lvP0 
11'Pc(r0 ) = -
1
- J IVPI1 ,0 ( JIIP) dP rrc(t0 ) 
h'Pmtn 
where the probability of the occurrence of a contracting 
case is: 
rrc:(t0 ) = l1 1a(IIIP41 ) U10 ( WPm1n) 
In the contracuon case. the residences with larger individual 
commuting costs will be empty where N1 is the set of 
empty residences, in order to fulfLI the equilibrium con· 
cl ition: 
The savings in running costs will be computed as the 
difference between tlte transportation costs occurring for 
the two working population levels. namely WP0 and 
WPc(ta). 
Objective function 
The objective function chosen is to minimize total costs 
due to all the decisions taken during the planning period 
T. Total costs TC(t0 ) at one point of time, t 0 , can be 
defined as follows: 
TC(tq) = I TCk+ L TCt+TRC+Ilt·IC··rr~'(ta) 
tv• I. ' 
(6) 
where: N• set of nodes with changes; L * set of links with 
changes: TCk. TC1 and TCR have already been defined. 
IC+ arc the costs due to the adaptation of the city to a 
greater working popul:ltion tl1an simulated (expansion). 
IC- corresponds to the adaptation costs in the contraction 
case. The probabilities of the working popula tions, 1re(t0 ) 
and 1Tc(t0 ) , have already been defined.11 1 and 112 aJe factors 
reflecting. a risk aversion. A neutral value for these factors 
may be unity. 
Now if uncertainty is introduced for the whole planning 
period, the changes in working population have to he con-
sidered during this period. Then several paths of the working 
population will be simulated . The occurrence of one of these 
paths is associated with a probab ility value rr(rl) calculated 
earlier iu the paper. 
I f 
N7' 
ll = L TC(t0 ) 
II I 
represents the total costs associated with one simulated 
path during the whole planning period. the mean value is 
as follows: 
NS [NT .l 1T(17) 
li=E(tt) 11~1 0~ 1 TC(r0 )J NS I n<n> 
f! = l 
whe re: TC(t a) is the total costs at time 10 including the 
possible adaptation costs: N is the number of simulated 
paths and NT is the number of points of time . 
This mean value is perhaps not sufficient in an evaluation 
of total costs to pennit comparison of different plans. It 
may also be of interest to include the variance from this 
mean value in this evaluation. 
A higher 111ean value of one plan may be preferred to a 
lower mean value of another. if the variance of the first 
one is su fficiently lower, since that implies less risk. Then 
the expression for the objective function may be given as 
foUows: 
where u = E(u) and p 3 is a weighting factor. 
(7) 
Some limitations have to be kept in mind when inter-
preting the results of this model with the above prcsentcc.l 
criterion. 
First: Only housing and commuting costs are explicitly 
considered. This means for instance that the transportation 
system chosen will be designed for commuting only, i.e. 
not for other personal trips neither for the transportation 
of goods. In addition not all cost items involved in com-
muting are included in the objective function. such as costs 
of traffic accidents, noise and fumes , etc. 
Second: The evaluation criterion is restricted to a 
minimization of total costs. But such a criterion cannot 
be the ultimate fommlation of the society's efficiency 
objective. It may be replaced by maximization of the fol-
lowing function : 
Net benefits= gross benefits - total costs 
Let us iUustrate this important difference by a concrete 
example. According to a minimization of total costs, no 
single-family houses at all ought to be built.* Bu t even if 
minimum total costs for single-family housing are greater 
than total costs for an alternative with multi-family housing, 
the net benefits of the former might , to some extent. be 
larger than the net benefits of the latter. (features like 
access to a garden and a higher degree of privacy connected 
with single-family housing.) However. the strength of the 
developed model presented in Ulis paper is that it can be 
used to calculate how large the extra benefits must be at the 
minimum in order t o motivate single-family housing, from 
the efficiency point of view of the society. 
Illust rative results 
The ultimate aim of this modelling work is to obta111 a tool 
which can facilitate evaluations of allernative master city 
plans. This is a goal in a long-range research programme. 
No alternative plans for real cities wiiJ be evaluated in this 
paper. Nevertheless, in order to illustrate the use of the 
present model. two hypothetical plans will be compared, 
with the risk that they will be considered somewhat arti-
fi cial. The purpose is mainly to illustrate the importance of 
considering land reservation and design of the city structure 
in a long-range planning perspective, due to the character-
istics of city building especially dealt with in this study 
(i.e. interdependence, durability and irreversibility com-
bined with uncertainty over time). 
First. a new town is supposed to be constructed for a 
working population of I SO 000 (corresponding to 300 000 
inhabitants). This new town is built during a period of 
five years and during this time it is assumed that there is 
complete certainty with regard to the c.levelopment in 
working population. 
• The r.osl minimum when only building costs for re-sidences are 
considered is reacht'd with multi-family dwellings of approximately 
thrl'C-$toreys. Taking transportotion cost~ in a city into considera.-
tion as well as in 1 his model. the cost ntinimizing number of storeys 
will be even grea ter. 
Two planning approaches are possib]e in this case. First. 
a longer planning period (20 years) is assumed. Naturally, 
uncertainty about the future is there from the initial point 
in time. However. in this simplified illustration no uncer-
tainty is assumed to exist concerning the first five-year 
period. Uncertainty is supposed to exist only for the 
following 1 S-year period. 
In the second approach the city may be designed only 
for the first period of five years (assuming complete cer· 
tairHy), and a static si tuation with no changes is expected 
for the time after this period. This approach can be a simu-
lation of some type of'day-to-day' planning method. In 
Figure 4 (a and b) a schematic representation of these two 
situations is presented. 
ln the first plan land reservations are made at the initial 
point of time, I 0 • for the whole planning period of 20 years. 
Thus land reservations arc also explicitly considered for the 
period 5- 20 years. Of course, there are many ways to 
make the land reservations and to lay out a transportation 
system. Here only the following land reservations will be 
investigated (see also Figure 5o): (a), around the CBD for 
~ a b § 225 0001---~~.:.;u:::.;, 
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F igure 5 (a), plan I; (b). plan II . (00). citY node; (e ), t ransportation 
node I bus stop and/or car entry node) 
an expansion of the working places, und (b), for an extra 
new road. 
The 'day-to·day' plan case implies that the possible 
development of the working population after the first five· 
year period is nol considered at all in the planning decisions 
made at the initial point in time. 
Nevertheless, the city planner is obliged to realize, even 
in this case, that the city must at some point in time be 
adapted to the development of the working population 
after the first five years. For simplici ty the assumptions and 
the method of dealing with the data are supposed to be the 
same as in the first case except for the fact that the adapta-
tion in this case has to be made conditional on the city 
strucwre chosen without considering the possible develop-
ment after the first five years (see Figure 5b ). 
The adaptation possibilities explicitly considered are the 
following: {a) Conversion of the residences nearest to CBD 
into a required number of working places. New residences 
have to be built in the outskirts of the city for the displaced 
inhabitants. (b) More congested traffic, and (c) Building 
new residences at the outskirts around the built-up city at 
an inefficiently large number of storeys (in comparison 
with the number chosen for the first plan). 
By simulating the consequences of these two different 
ways of planning (long-run versus short-run) the resulting 
two plans can be compared. 
To enable a comparison between these two plans several 
working populations should be simulated. Some results 
corresponding to one simulated path arc presented here. 
Thus the results will only be of interest as illustrations of 
how the model works. 
The time intersections considered are the years 0, 5, II , 
14 and 20. In Figures 6- 11 some computer drawings are 
presented for the years 5 and 20 respectively. In Figures 
6- 8 results concerning tJJe shape of the city, the com-
muting modes chosen. the individual commuting cost and 
the densiry distribution chosen for the year 5 according to 
plan I arc presented. Figure 6 shows that most of the com· 
muters choose to go by bus and by walking, but a limited 
number of commuters chooses to go by car. Figure 7 
shows the noncircular isolines of the individual conunuting 
. . ... fl 
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Figure 6 City shape and modes of commuting (plan I, year 5). 
W, walkers; 8, bus commuiers; C, car commuters, and 1. 2. 7, 
offices. parking places and unused areas 
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Figure 7 Representatoon of the individual commuting costs (plan I, 
year 51 . 9, S0.31 (highest value); 0, S0.17 (lowest value); T, offices. 










Figure 8 Population densi ty distribution for households of bus 
commuters (plan I, year 5). 8, 0.159 inhabitants perm': 0 , 0 .157 
inhabitants per m•; T, offices. and P, parking places 
costs. In Figure 8 the corresponding population density 
distribution for commuters by bus is presented. 
In Figures 9 and 10 results according to plan I for the 
year 20 are presented. Comparing Figures 6 and 9 it can 
be seen that commuting by bus has replaced commuting 
by walking along the new road. The corresponding develop-
ment of the density distribution for bus commuters is 
illustrated in Figure 10. {Compare with Figure 8.) 
In Figure 1 I results for the year 20 according to plan II 
are shown namely the city shape and the commuting modes 
chosen. The commuting takes place mainly by bus and by 
walking. Some car commuting occurs in addiLion to the 
commuting. It is also of interest to notice that the land 
reservations made for working places in the CBD are not 
sufl1cient at this point in time. Therefore, it is necessary 
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Figure 9 City shape and modes of commuting (plan (,year 20). 
W, walkers; 8, bus commuters; C, car commuters. 1, 2, 7, Offices, 
parking places and reserved areas 
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Figure 10 Popula tion density distribution for households of bus 
commuters (plan I, year 20). 9. 0.161 inhabitants per m '; 0 , 0 .157 
inhabitants perm 1 : T, offices, and P, parking places 
to convert residences close to the planned CBD-area into 
offices. Then, new residences have to be built for the 
displaced people. 
It would not make much sense to compare the total 
costs of the two plans when only one simulated path is 
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Figure 11 City shape and modes of commuting (plan II, year 20). 
W, walkers; 8 , bus commuters; C, car commuters, and 1, 2, offices 
and parking places 
considered. However, as an illustration the variations in 
total costs for plan I are presented in Table I. 
Planning and implementation 
If it is possible to fmd efficient master city plans, the 'next' 
step is to identify efficient means of implementation, so 
that the desired development can be realized. Such possible. 
means may be taxes, charges, subsidies, public utility rates, 
Jaws, standards, permits to construct buildings, public 
investment, etc . 
For instance, in Sweden the national policy in housing 
will strongly influence the production and consumption of 
housing. Production of new residences is substantially sub-
sidized. This means that more, bigger, and qualitatively 
better apartments are built with than without such subsi· 
dilation. Similarly several demand increasing stimuli exist 
to promote ownership of single-family houses. 
The purpose here is to point out that a considerably 
greater consumption of residential space can result in the 
presence of the above-mentioned 'advantages' than in their 
absence. 
The existing principles in use for different implementa· 
tions means may function as important constraints on the 
choice set. Inferior alternatives may be chosen with existing 
pricing principles, financial constraints, laws , etc. than with 
alternative value constraints. It is therefore important to 
try to evaluate a first-best solution independent of such 
constraints. Let us illustrate this problem with the concrete 
example of housing. 
Let us assume that a city is planned according to the 
distribution of demand for apartments between single-
family houses and multi-family houses resulting from the 
existing set of taxes, pricing policy and institutional con· 
ditions. One simplifying assumption can be that the apart· 
ments are rented at equilibrium prices. The city' s trans-
portation system is built without consideration of the 
present special restrictions in pricing and fmancing principles, 
but only to constraints imposed by the availability of real 
Table 1 Varia toons In total costs (plan II 
Costs along one path • 
Costs Costs 
Workong connected Running connected 
Year populaloon to nodes costs to ltnks 
5 150 000 1186.6 38.3 64.5 
8 161 197 63.1 20.0 15.6 
11 166 935 30.8 17.7 0 
14 178 717 46.2 16.3 0 
20 196 042 79.5 28.0 0 
• In milloons of dollars . 
resources. Traffic is to be charged for fumes, congestion, 
noise and risks of co llisions in peak traffic. Similarly , 
charges on the usc of oil with a high sulphur conten t in 
residential heating are to be imposed. Tlte city designed 
according to such a plan may differ from present-day cities 
in that there will be fewer single-family houses, fewer 
apartments heated individually by oil or electricity , less 
automobile traffic, and correspondingly more multi-family 
houses, district heating and public transportation. 
Thus a first-best solurion ougllt to be evaluated and 
then the pricing principles, taxes, laws, principles to permit 
the construction of buildings, etc. changed in order to 
implement such a solu tion. However, if there are absolute 
constraints on the use of some means, it is important to 
consider such constraints already in the evaluation of 
alternatives constrained with respect tv the implementation 
means used - second-best solutions instead of the 
'unconstrained' first-bes t solutions. 
Also, it is important to review other existing institu-
tional conditions. Division of the planning responsibil ity 
among differen t. more or less independent, housing, heating 
and transportation authorities may cause inefficiency. 
A coordinatiug central decision-making agency may be 
necessary in order w implement efficie-nt solutions from 
the society's point or view. 
Summary 
The problem of interdependence be tween housing and 
commuting in a city has been analysed within the frame· 
work of welfare economics. Uncertain changes over time 
in the working population has been considered by means of 
a dynamic, probabilistic model. The characteristics of 
irreversibility and durabtli ty in city building have been 
explicitly dealt \\ith. The ultimate objective is that the 
model after further devclopmem will be an auxiliary tool 
in city planning. 
Some important features of the model arc: 
The development of the working population over time 
is handled as a random process. 
A master city pion is divided into two groups of 
decisions: long-run uccisions arc exogenously given to the 
model and decisions that will be cnuogenously determined. 
The objective func tion consists of the mean value of 
rota] costs and a fraction of the variance across all the 
simulated work1ng population paths. These total costs, 
due to the consequences of a plan , include items for 
Revision costs • 
Workmg Workmg 
populauon population 
expansoon Proba· contraction Proba· 
devoatoon bolity Costs devoation bilitv Costs Total 
1289A 
162 465 0 .034 14.7 154 656 0.441 - 0 .9 99.7 
170 022 0 .201 26.6 163 508 0 .244 - 0.4 53.8 
179 790 0.024 10.3 171 747 0 .456 - 0.7 62.4 
200 267 0 .094 24.6 186 258 0 .360 - 1.3 109 .4 
Total costs 1614 .7 
housing and commuting. Di ffe rent tillle evaluations are 
used forth\! different modes of commuting. 
Residential building costs as u function of the number or 
st1)reys has been included. 
Costs and savings due to differences between the simu-
lated anu actual working population development have 
been token into account. 
The total city area is uivided into elementary areas (city 
nodes) for different city facil ities: residences, working 
places, parking places, roads, reserved areas for fu ture use, 
etc. That means, for instance, the Central Business District 
(CBD) area where the total working places exists, is 
endogenously determined. 
Minim um individual commuting cost is the criterion 
for the individual's choice of mode and route of commuting. 
Several modes t>f commuting and layouts of the trans-
portation system can be studied with the model. 
Tile congestion of nuxeu traffic (cars and buses) has 
been endogenously taken into account. 
Diffe rent items in the individual commuting costs such 
as parking fees, bus fare, etc. have been computed in the 
model. 
Titc population is located according to a minimization 
of the objective function (total costs). 
The number of storeys a t each location is obtained as ;1 
result of the efficient distribution of the population con-
sidering the irreversibility and durability characteristics 
explicitly. 
The city structure both in plan and elevation is obtaineu 
as a result. J\ pl:ln of the city including heights of buildings 
is obtained as a result. 
Instead of conventional analytical methous, numerical 
procedures have been used in the model, methods such as 
Monte Carlo simulations. numerical optimization tech-
niques, etc. Therefore. a Jigital electronic computer was 
necessary in orucr to carry out all the computational work. 
f urther research 
The research on the moJcl presented in this paper con-
tinues. The aim is to relax some of the limiting assumptions 
used in order to take a step tow;~rds a more realisti<: simu· 
lation of the cco11 nmics of city building. In particular the 
following aspects will be considered in this ex tended model : 
The choice ()t' residential heating, syste m (district heating, 
electric heating, etc. ). The sunulation of a heating system 
presents many similarities to thut of the transportation 
system. 
The demand for habitable space is price and income 
dependent. 
The city area is divided into several residential zones 
and these are ranked according to differences in environ-
mental benefits. Different income classes exist. Using these 
assumptions segregation patterns can be simulated. 
Different, separated centres of working places may occur. 
Thus the working population can be distributed to different, 
separated, city areas. 
Of course , the relaxation of some of the assumptions 
will not be presented in a definite manner. For instance, 
the problem of several , separate working place centres has 
been dealt with in a very simplified although usual way. 
The mechanism used to allocate workers among different 
working place centres has been some type of gravity rule 
without a more thorough economic foundation. In fact the 
solution of this problem is strongly dependent on the 
possibilities to simulate and evaluate the agglomeration 
effects in cilies. 
Another important aspect in city planning, that as far 
as we know has not yet been modelled , concerns the actual 
differences in tastes existing among the inhabitants. Such 
differences in taste can be expressed as differences in the 
demand for habitable space per person, time value, choice 
of mode of commuting and heating, etc. The distribution 
of such differences in taste among the inhabitants can be 
simulated by means of probability theory. 
Although some efforts are undertaken in order to make 
tlte model more suitable as a practical tool for planning, 
it has not yet been applied lo real city situations. There-
fore it is a natural further step in this research to adapt the 
new extended model under work to the problems of a 
particular real city . Also when using this extended model , 
it is necessary to be aware of its remaining limiting assump-
tions. 
even with such a generalized model it is the authors' 
opinion that it can only be a partial tool in planning of city 
building. 
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